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Abstract
ll

Electricity is the mainstay of our energy distribution system, providing instant power for light, refrigeration, transportation, industry, 
communication, and digital electronics at the flip of a switch.   Demand for electricity will grow by 50% in the US and 100% in the 
world by 2030.  Yet the electricity delivery system is threatened by increasingly inadequate capacity, reliability, and power quality, 
especially in urban areas where power density and demand growth are highest.  Superconductivity can transform urban electricity 
delivery through (i) cables with five times the power capacity of copper wires; (ii) smart, self-healing fault current limiters and 
reactive power regulators that instantaneously control current, voltage, and phase angle variations; and (iii) small, robust transformers 
that use no contaminating or flammable oil and are safe for urban areas.  Transforming the power grid with these superconducting 
technologies requires aggressive research to improve the current carrying performance of present-generation superconducting wires, 
and high risk, high payoff basic research on next-generation materials, their electromagnetic behavior mediated by superconducting 
vortices, and the pairing mechanisms responsible for high temperature superconductivity.  The electricity challenges facing the 
power grid, the breakthroughs in basic research needed to overcome them, and the grand challenges facing superconductivity will be 
presented.
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